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THE KINGDOM OF TONGA -- just the name sounds exotic, doesn’t it? Jezebel (the Z-171) continues
down, so Karl sends a handwritten twelfth Letter from the Captain, and Hilde M (the original
namesake) does the key entry.
*********
PASSAGE 7. “I cleared the Apia harbor pass at 10:15 on Sunday, July 11, headed for Niuatoputapu,
northern outpost of the Tonga Islands, which lies just a day and a half SW of Western Samoa. My
course was planned to follow the coast of Upolu NW and tuck through the pass between Upolu and tiny
Apolima Island just off its west end; then to bear about 200 degrees magnetic for 'New Potatoes', the
yachty name for Tonga's northern entry port.
“With the wind from the ESE, the first leg proceeded well. Behind me I could see MR. JOHN and
BRIGAND II clearing the pass and I talked to them both on the VHF. We sailed N at first to clear the
off-lying reefs, making good time in the 15-18 K wind, them WNW with the mountain peaks of Savaii
ahead, gradually slowing a bit with the diminishing breeze in the wind shadow of Upolu.
“By 4 PM I was motor-sailing to maintain my course and to clear the narrow passage between the
islands before dark. The larger boats had gradually drawn abreast of me. We turned the corner together
and put the narrows behind us at dusk. Now the wind was stronger and from the SE. We could lay the
course for ‘New Potatoes’ easily, but confirming by VHF radio we agreed that it would be better to sail
closer to the wind on a course directly for the Vavalu group of Tonga since the wind might well swing
more to the S, making it hard to work to the SE later, or it might swing more to the NE, making the
harbor in New Potatoes uncomfortable. By sailing directly S now we could keep our options open.
“Gradually during the night the masthead lights of BRIGAND and MR. JOHN drew ahead and at 2 AM
I lost them. In a VHF radio contact we agreed to drop our plans for Niuatoputapu and make for Neiafu,
capital of the northern Tongan group. The wind continued from the SE at 15-16 K and I jogged on
under reefed main, staysail, and a partly furled genoa making a little better than 5 K nearly due S on a
magnetic course. I talked with John Wolfenholme at noon on Sunday by VHF, passing my SatNav fix
and weather information I had picked up on the 40 meter morning ham net. We figured he was about
12 miles in front of me and knew that BRIGAND was somewhere ahead of him.
“We all were making good time but the sea was a bit rough. I continued at better than 5 K ‘til well
beyond midnight but the wind slowly abated and the motion became easier. Monday morning the sky
to the E looked stormy so I pulled in the staysail and let out the genoa in order to be able to reduce sail
quickly if necessary in a squall.

“During the night I crossed the international dateline but didn’t change the clocks on the boat since the
Tongans observe the same time as the Samoans, one hour ahead of Fiji, thus making the country the
‘earliest’ one in the world. The local joke has it that this so confuses the local roosters that they crow
constantly, just to be safe. Anyhow, this magically made my day Tuesday though my time didn’t
change.
“I continued to the S, sometimes to the SSE, through the day in somewhat diminished ENE wind,
making about 4 K and the squalls never materialized. Gradually the cloud cover increased and the
wind shifted N. In the early afternoon we had drizzle and rather poor visibility. By 8 PM, I calculated
we had about 40 miles to go to landfall. I had a bit of a firedrill about 10 PM when the wind went to
NNW and gusted to 20 K for awhile. Then it dropped off to 4 K. At precisely 2:45 PM, as I stood at
the chart table, I watched the tell-tale compass swing through 180 degrees as the boat neatly came
around in less than 10 seconds to a reciprocal course. The wind had shifted from NNW to SSE so
quietly that had I been sleeping I'd have never known it and we'd have been sailing due N. That's the
problem with wind vane steering for a single-hander - yet it usually does a super job and I couldn't live
without it. I made the necessary adjustments and got the HM2 back on course with no problem.
"At 6 AM I had the high cliffs of Vava'u in sight ahead and two sails on the western horizon. As we
converged on the island it turned out to be my friends, who had arrived too late to go in the night before
and hove-to during the night. We all had to switch on our engines in order to go in against the rapidly
increasing wind and chop from the SSE, right 'on the nose' for the last few miles. None of us were in a
mood to tack in through the unfamiliar waters and poor visibility in heavy rain squalls."
TONGA. "The approach was slower than expected, and it was 11:20 AM before I was tied to the quay
near the customs shed in Neiafu. The process was not made easier by a drenching rain that now fell
steadily. A chocolate colored waterfall came over the edge of the quay as I adjusted the lines and
fenders and waited for the customs and immigration people. MR. JOHN had come alongside the dock
just ahead of me and three men were aboard his boat. BRIGAND came in third and rafted alongside
MR. JOHN, so the officials boarded him next, consuming the best part of a bottle of rum while clearing
both boats.
"When they arrived at the HM2 they were feeling pretty good. Thoughtfully, they removed their muddy
shoes in the cockpit and proceeded below. The four of us in my small and steamy 'main salon' smelled
quite a bit like wet dogs, but we got right down to work, filling out forms. They discovered some
cookies on my galley counter and asked for them. Two and a half packages of cookies later we had
finished and they retreated to the customs and police/immigration offices leaving me with my
disembarkation papers.
"I left the boat long enough to slosh my way through soupy mud to the Bank of Tonga for conversion of
some dollars to Pa'anga (rate of $81 local for $60 U.S.), and to pick up some very welcome mail from
B, Hilde, and Colin and Carolyn Smith on the SPIRIT OF 84, their Southern Cross 'sister ship' now
down in Puerto Rico.
"I anchored in 30' of clear water not far from the Paradise International Hotel in the harbor but stayed
on the boat the rest of Wednesday and Thursday as well, reading mail, repairing some gear, and
patching some small holes in the hard dingy. I was able to report my arrival to B through Jerri, K7YD0,

in Auburn, Washington. Joe Bass came by and borrowed my water jerry can to top off his water tanks
before departing for a two-week business trip to Europe leaving Pam aboard SEA BASS, and I promised
to give her a hand if necessary during her 'bachelor holiday'.
"Friday I completed my work on the dink, sanding the patches, and got her launched. I was ready to go
visiting and exploring. The little town was interesting architecturally. It's the most 'western' looking
settlement I'd seen since coming into the South Pacific. With the surrounding green hills and fjord-like
narrow waters, it looked for all the world like parts of the NE or NW coasts of the U.S.
"Talking to other yachties I noticed that we all tended to see what we wanted to see there. I thought it
could be part of the N Chesapeake. The crew of WICKIWIN, a Canadian boat, thought it looked like
the coast near Vancouver. The shops in town were all like old-fashioned 'general stores', all offering the
same goods for sale, from rope to nails, and appliances to flour, eggs, and canned goods. The selection
was poor. I saw why the officials had devoured my oatmeal cookies so quickly. There was nothing like
them in the town. There was a couple of restaurants serving mostly Tongan food and without regular
menus, making ordering pretty much a matter of guesswork. The small market had some vegetables,
mostly cabbage, taro, small green tomatoes, green beans, bananas, and some citrus fruit. A nearby
bakery had compact loaves of white sandwich-type bread.
"I found a place and ordered 'fish and chips' which turned out to be deep fried Mahi Mahi and banana
slices. It was delicious! The town was bustling with people. I thought it might be a holiday but
apparently the folks just like to get out and socialize. I was struck by the fact that there were no
Chinese stores or restaurants here. In fact there were no Chinese in evidence, as there had been all
through French Polynesia and the Samoas.

Harbor view in Neiafu, Tonga

"There were at least 40 yachts in the protected harbor - more then I had seen in one place since Papeete
and probably more actively cruising boats since Panama. The combination of low prices, beautiful
anchorages and friendly people has attracted many cruisers, some of whom have returned year after

year between summering in the hurricane-free New Zealand and Australian waters further south.
Judging by the chitchat on the VHF and ham HF radios many of the yachties have cruised these waters
together for several seasons.
“I dinghied around the harbor looking at the interesting boats from all over the world. Anchored
nearby, just off the Paradise International Hotel, were DX and SERENITY, cruisers I'd met in Pago Pago
who had sailed down for the King's birthday celebration on July 4. They said it was great fun. Having
been there for three weeks, they were planning to sail on for Suva, Fiji, early the following week.
"We made plans to go to a barbecue lunch at the Tongan Beach Resort together on Sunday because
everything else in Vava'u closes down on Sunday due to strict religious laws. Seems the constitution of
Tonga was primarily written by a Methodist missionary who served as advisor to the first modern king,
George Tupou I, in 1875. The Tongans are devout and the Sabbath Day is so strong here that the
Seventh-Day Adventists observe Sunday here instead of Saturday, claiming they can because of the
'bend' in the international date line.

The Methodist church, Neiafu, Tonga

"I dropped by the hotel which is situated on a bluff overlooking the anchorage. They welcome yachties
for showers, swimming pool, meals, and social activities. The fee for use of the dock and hotel services
is $7 Pa'anga per week. Some of the boat people figured it was worth that just for the free video
movies shown every afternoon and evening.
“I paid my fee and bought a ticket for an 'authentic Tongan Feast' put on by a man called Asea
(pronounced Isiah) at nearby Lisa Beach on Saturday afternoon. My guidebook claimed his feast was
one of the best. The $10 Pa'anga cost included our transportation, food and refreshments, with Tongan
singing, dancing and instrumental music. (The sunset on the beach is free.) After that extravagance I
returned to the HM2 and heated up a can of ravioli.
"Saturday morning I rigged new control lines on the Aries wind vane and cleaned myself up in
preparation for the feast. When I went over to the hotel at 3 PM, I was pleased to see that Ian and
Dianna, my Melbourne circumnavigating friends from BRIGAND II, were going as well and I had
someone to talk to. The ride by van was just fifteen minutes, though the route that some yachties took
involved a four-hour cruise from Neiafu due to the winding waterways and reefs between some islands.
"The beach itself was pebbly rather than sandy, but had a magnificent view to the west across a lovely
lagoon in which a half dozen yachts were anchored. Some of the local people had brought their

handcrafts, mostly shells, to sell and the 40 or so tourists and boat people chatted and strolled while the
preparations were made for the meal. It looked like a church supper committee at work except that
most of the food was taken from an umu dug in the sandy ground lined with rocks in which an earlier
fire was replaced by food wrapped in taro leaves, covered with other leaves and a few rocks. The
church supper atmosphere was appropriate since it turns out the whole operation benefits the local
Methodist church. I watched as the steaming packages of food were lifted out, carefully unwrapped
and placed on long pandamus mats covered with banana leaves.

A Tongan feast in the umu

"While this went on, music was provided by three men playing a guitar, a banjo, and a drum, and
dances were performed by some young women and children. I thought the slow and graceful hand
motions and footwork were quite well done. There was no hip motion as in hulas -- they're much too
religious for that here, I suppose. The motions act out the story, which is sung by the older women.
Most dances were done in a line standing or sitting with five or more participants, but several dances
were solos, performed by young women in shell and feather decorated skirts and halters, their tan skin
glistening with coconut oil.
"Sometimes an older woman or a man would get up and dance a kind of complementary routine to one
side or behind the performer, meant to draw attention to the dancer's beauty, gracefulness, and skill. It
is the custom here for spectators who really appreciate the B/G/S to go forward and tuck a pa'anga note
under the dancer's necklace or paste it on her oil-covered skin." (Ed. note: Ahem!) "In the old days this
went into her dowry, I believe, but today it goes to the church or the charity putting on the event.

Tongan kids entertain at the feast

"After the dancing the food was ready, and it made an impressive sight displayed on the mats and
leaves - nearly 40 feet long - on the ground under a thatched roof. We sat in two long lines, 20 on a
side, with knees cracking and thighs pulling, in the unaccustomed cross-legged position that the local
people made look so easy. The aroma was lovely and the food looked delightful.
"Those things I could identify were roast suckling pig, raw fish, octopus, clams, lobster, crayfish,
papaya baked with coconut cream, taro, and watermelon. Drinking coconuts were passed out. Those of
you who know me well realize that I dislike shellfish (though I love finfish) and that I will generally
pass up such goodies. This is terrible to admit for a Chesapeake Bay sailor from that land of blue crabs
and oysters. In this case I was prepared for an ordeal, but quickly found out that there was not a badtasting item at this feast. I ate everything I could get my hands on and took some left by my neighbors.
It was all incredibly delicious and I loved it." (Ed.: We all knew this trip would be good for him in
some way.) "When it was all through I needed help to get up, partly because of my full belly but mostly
because my cramped legs wouldn't work.
"Sunday I worked at writing up (by long hand, damn it) the last Log you received and cleaning up the
messy cabin of the HM2 before rowing over to DX for a short cruise to the Tongan Beach Resort. In
addition to Sam, the captain of the 39-foot Oday sloop, we had Pam Bass from SEA BASS, Jim and
Barb Barber from SERENITY, and a German couple who would be crewing for Sam to Fiji. Our
destination was a small resort hotel located about 4 kilometers from Neiafu on Pangaimotu Island,
operated by Gunter, a German chef who had married a local girl and settled down to cook gourmet
meals for visitors in Tonga. His Sunday barbecues were famous with yachties throughout the islands,
partly because of their true lavishness and deliciousness, and partly because it is the only place in the
Vava'u group where a meal can be bought on Sunday.
"Our mini cruise was fun. The boys sailed over and the girls sailed back (with advice from the boys
which was ignored). The meal lived up to expectations: a plate heaped with broiled steak, lamb chops,
chicken, fish, potato salad, etc., followed by an exquisite apfel strudel -- all for $13 Pa'anga.
Wunderbar! A very agreeable Lord's Day. The next five days was a mixture of writing and small jobs
on the boat, exploration of the town, and socializing with boat people and tourists at the hotel. I
received a small but vital replacement connector for the base of my HF antenna from B and got it
working well, and hiked up Mt. Talau west of town with Pam Bass one day to see the view and take
some photos. On the way back to town we passed a house with a sign that proclaimed HEAVENLY
VIEW RESTAURANT - DEVONSHIRE TEA. We couldn't resist (since it was about 2 PM) so went in
and, sure enough, bought delicious scones with butter, jelly, and whipped cream, and good British tea
with cream. The view of the harbor and town was kind of heavenly, too!
"On the social scene, I met an interesting group of people from Opua, New Zealand: Walter, George,
and Dorothy on WINDSONG - folks who love to sail and to eat well. They take turns preparing
gourmet meals and try to outdo each other. We met in the market, of course, and I got an interesting
lesson on local vegetables (which I unfortunately quickly forgot). They also had some good advice on
yacht yards in Opua.
"Later I met Phil and Sandra on WICKIWIN, a SPRAY replica (with cabin modifications) from
Vancouver. Phil had summered in Opua and gave me some names and addresses to contact for my
projected haul-out next November. He is an active ham and I had met him earlier by radio on the 40
meter morning weather net (Harry's net), so it was an interesting eyeball QSO for me. They invited me

to join them and a few other boats for a 'private feast' at the home of Lupe, a school local teacher, on the
island of Hunga the following Saturday afternoon, which I gratefully accepted, remembering Asea's
wonderful spread.
"It took several days for me to find the postmaster in Neiafu (he had been sick and away from work) in
order to get permission to cruise to some of the outer islands of the Vava'u group. He doubles as the
harbormaster and only he can authorize boats to visit the islands. Recently it has been difficult to get
permission; so many yachts have remained in Neiafu or nearby anchorages on the main island. I
believe that boats are beginning to overwhelm these rather unsophisticated islands and I wonder what
the 'boat boom' is going to do to the people. Obviously, the local authorities are concerned too.
"Finally I tracked him down about noon on Friday and got permission to visit the islands of Hunga,
Kapa, Nuapapu, and Pangaimotu. While eating a celebratory fish and chips in the local restaurant I had
a most interesting conversation with Karen, a 28 year old Peace Corps volunteer who has been working
with the Tongan Women's Crafts Cooperative since last November. She's one of about 35 PC workers
in Tonga and enjoying it very much. I was again impressed by the idealism of these people. I wouldn't
mind a PC stint myself one day - it would keep us young if B and I were to go!
"At 2 PM Friday I pulled up the hook and sailed to the island of Hunga on the western edge of the
Vava'u group. The trip took only about 2 hours, the last 30 minutes of which were the most interesting.
They involve motoring the boat through a 75 foot wide 'pass', actually a steep cleft in almost continuous
cliffs on the west side of the island, making a dog leg part way through to avoid a coral head, and
proceeding to an almost entirely landlocked lagoon about a kilometer long and 1/3 K wide. The
exercise is made more interesting by a fierce tidal current and the usual sea swell from the SW, but
things were relatively calm for my passage.
"My main problem was finding the bloody pass. It is not particularly obvious from the seaward side 'til
you're right in front of it. As a reward, I had a really nice conversation with B through our ham friend
Peter, WB610M in Seattle. After supper on the boat several of us yachties dinghied ashore to a local
fundraising concert and dance to benefit the Tongan Free Church on Pangaimotu Island. The dancing
was pretty much like that done at Lisa Beach but here the solo dances were simpler - basically a onestep not unlike what teenagers and young folks do around the world, with a few expressive hand
gestures thrown in. Still no hip action to speak of. Again, often a man will join part way through,
'stalking' her with exaggerated arm and leg motions and occasionally slapping his hands on his thighs
and clapping -- kind of like the Bavarian 'stalking " a turning woman, but no peeking under skirts and
no close contact. She pretty much ignores all of this unseemly behavior but smiles a bit.
"Again, if she's good, men and women may stick bills in her costume or plaster them on her oiled skin all for the charity. I 'contributed' five pa'anga to various dancers," (Ed.: What? What?) "and got a
really big smile from one rather plump older lady who was showing the youngsters how to do it. One
yachtie woman stuck a bill in the shirt of a 'stalker' and got a roar of approval from the villagers. The
music, as usual, consisted of several guitars and banjos, drums, and an irregular chorus of village
women.
"During the evening a minister gave a short talk and a politician type, probably a chief, gave a rather
boring long address. One of the highlights of the evening was a 'skit' by some of the village men. Four
or five of them sat cross legged in a row and one dressed like a minister and was 'giving them a lesson' -

lots of arm waving and facial expression, accompanied by gales of laughter by the crowd. Lots of oneliners back and liners back and forth between the minister and the 'boys'. Another man came out,
dressed like a tourist with dark glasses and a loud shirt and shorts. The dialogue between them was
obviously hilarious. I think it started as a bible story about Noah and went downhill from there. It was
great in the fine old tradition of boy (and girl) scout skits.
"I didn't eat much breakfast or lunch on Sunday, preparing myself for the feast at 4 PM. At 3 about 20
of us met on the dock below the town and walked up the hill to Lupe's house. She and some of her
brothers and sisters were making the preparations, supervised by her mother, the matriarch. The
proceeds were to complete a fence around her yard to keep the community pigs out of her garden patch.
"We socialized in the front yard and watched the small children and dogs playing. The kids were all
super polite. The dogs were all skinny and cowed looking. Some of us discussed whether the South
Pacific dogs have a racial memory of being eaten rather than petted, thus their shy and retiring ways.
There's seldom a challenge by a dog in the islands but apparently there's an exception or two because I
recall Ken Roper from HARRIER saying he'd gotten a pretty good bite and torn pants on Bora Bora on
his last trip. It's certainly true that people don't show much affection or care for them and I wonder why
they bother to keep them at all if they don't eat them.

Lupe's Feast

"A little after 4 PM Lupe invited us in to her living room, the floor of which was covered with mats,
and a sumptuous feast was laid out. Groaning, I lowered myself to the cross-legged position and
listened to the sound of knees cracking all around the room. Again there was lots of great food: roast
chicken, pig, fish, octopus, shellfish, taro, yams. One particularly succulent dish is made of corned beef
wrapped in taro leaves and cooked in coconut cream. A warm cocoa-like drink made of coconut milk

and ripe banana was served along with the usual drinking coconuts. There was more than we could
possibly eat and Lupe provided large 'doggie bags’ for those of us who wanted to take some home.
Lupe's mother said grace in Tongan. They said she couldn't speak English, but I'm sure she could
understand it based on her expressions as we talked.

Preparing the Kava

"After the food was cleared away Lupe presided over the traditional Kava ceremony, pounding the root
between stones on a pandamas leaf mat, placing the crushed root in the wooden bowl and pouring water
to mix the drink. She strained the drink with a handful of excelsior-like fiber material leaving the
slightly cloudy liquid that looked depressingly like dishwater. One by one we were served by Lupe's
sister under the watchful eye of her brother who took the place of the chief for the ceremony.

. . . and serving it

"When the bearer of the coconut shell cup approached I clapped my hands twice (in the approved
fashion), accepted the cup with both hands and drank one swallow. The taste was slightly 'woody', with
a lingering aftertaste almost like licorice and a slightly numbing effect on the tongue. After the
ceremony Lupe told a folk tale about the origin of the yaguona (kava) plant and sugarcane. It was a
most pleasant afternoon and we enjoyed being with these hospitable people.

"As I have moved westward through Polynesia I have seen some differences among the islanders. In
Tonga one can begin to see the Melanesian features intermingling with the Polynesian stock. The
people tend to be rather stocky and powerful looking; many have bushy hair and the flattened nose
while others in the same family may have the straight hair and more regular Polynesian features.
"The dress styles are different, too. Dress is conservative and many people wear finely woven
pandamas leaf ta'ovala wrapped around their middle over the clothing. These ceremonial wraps are
highly valued - it's almost impossible to buy one - and handed down from generation to generation.
Some of the finest and oldest ones worn for Sunday best look very ratty and torn. Seeing a group of
men or women wearing them is striking indeed. With Tongans, physical size is a measure of beauty.
Tongan women tend to increase greatly in beauty after age 15." (Ed.: I could identify with that...) "The
Tongan word for 'thank you' is 'malo'. The normal greeting is 'malo e lelei'. These are proud warm
people and I have enjoyed very much being with them.
"Sunday morning I left the anchorage in the lagoon at Hunga and sailed to an anchorage in the SW
corner of a bight just off the small island of Vaka'eitu, part of the Nivapapu sub-group where I was a bit
protected from the fresh SE breeze and chop. The next few days were quiet, part of the time with no
other boat in sight and part of the time with a few boats not far away, but by common consent we
tended to mind our own business. I snorkeled on the gorgeous reef between the islands, laid on the
boat, read a book, and put the finishing touches on BL 11, bringing the narrative up to date on my
Samoan adventures.

Albert visits HM2 at Vaka'eitu

“One day, Albert, a lone caretaker on vaka'eitu, came by in his small dugout to say hello. He looked to
be about 50 but could have been younger. His wife died in 1974 and he has lived alone since then,
watching the property and harvesting coconuts for his uncle who lives in Neiafu. He brought me some
'Tongan apples', known in some places as soursop fruit. They're green and bumpy, very seedy inside
with a sweet pulp. I gave him some cabin crackers and some fruit punch and he departed saying he
would like to get me some pamplemousse. Sure enough, he later brought quite a few lemons, limes,
oranges, and pamplemousse which I gratefully received.

Albert's gift

"Tuesday in increasing wind I motored a short distance to the greater protection of Port Mourelle, a
small bay surrounded by high wooded hills, named for the Spanish captain who discovered the Vava'u
Group in 1781. He was the one who called Neiafu harbor Puerto de Refugio, the name it still officially
bears. This is one island group the incredible Captain James Cook missed, apparently because the local
chiefs 'hid' it from him by giving false information, saying it was a posthole. It must have been
beautiful then, and certainly is now with its picturesque hilly islands, winding waterways, and vanilla
plantations. I spent a couple more days relaxing, waiting for the wind to blow itself out before I
returned to Neiafu. The week in the islands was very nice - a kind of treat after my social swirl, but I
returned to civilization for a few final days before shoving off for Fiji.
"In Neiafu I topped off water and diesel fuel, had a good meal at the hotel, mailed off my log to B, and
girded my loins for the 4-5 day trip to the 'Cannibal Isles'. While at the hotel dock getting water I met
Matti and Sirikka Sitomaniemi-Rapeli, my Finnish friends on JOUTSIKKI, fresh in from Pago Pago.
They reported a good trip but no mail at the post office there either for themselves or me." (Ed.: This
disappoints Hilde, who had carefully selected, packed and sent two packages.)
"Several people have mentioned that I have rushed along through the islands without spending much
time on any of them. That's true, and I planned it that way from the beginning. Actually, I had expected
to reach Fiji about July 20 but spent more time on the way than I originally planned. My object was to
allow at least 2.5 months to enjoy cruising in Fiji. I had visited there briefly in 1985 and fell in love
with the wonderful people. They were what I had originally expected Tahitians to be like - warm,
friendly, caring and welcoming. Not that Tahitians are nasty - far from it. But the Fijians were
exceptional. Having now spent a couple of weeks in Suva I still feel that way and am glad I'll have
more time here to savor the people. As the late Jackie Gleason aptly put it, 'How great it is!' I was also
mindful of the relative cost of living in Fiji vs. most of the rest of Polynesia.
"While still in the harbor I monitored the Pacific Maritime Ham Net and learned the final chapter in a
Pacific yachting story. I had seen posters and heard all through Polynesie Francaise about a missing
California yachtie, a single-hander named Manning Eldridge, aboard his boat MARAMA. He sailed N
from Tahiti on January 8 and hadn't been heard from since. Nothing was seen of him in spite of
increasing concern, requests to all sailing hams to report any sighting, etc. Efforts to get the U.S. Coast
Guard involved were fruitless since a huge area of ocean would have had to be searched.
Unfortunately, sailboats seldom travel in straight lines. Eventually a $40,000 reward was posted for
information.

"The last week of July a Korean fishing boat reported sighting a drifting sailboat with torn sails at about
1 degree south, 160 degrees west, with an apparent body on the deck. The U.S. Coast Guard did follow
up on the sighting and reached the vessel shortly later. Skeletal remains were eventually identified as
Manning's body. At this writing the cause of death hasn't been officially announced but the
presumption is that he was hit in the head by his boom in a jibe. The boat sailed and drifted on
unmanned for nearly 6 months. Ironically, some sailors who knew both him and the boat apparently
considered him a good sailor but the boat un-seaworthy. They had assumed the boat sank under him.
The story tells a lot about the relative durability of people and small craft and the wide open largely untraveled and desert-like equatorial Pacific.
"I finished my bit of re-provisioning on Monday and that evening pulled the dink aboard, cleaned it up
and lashed it down. Things were stowed away and made ready for sea below so that on Tuesday
morning, August 4, I was away from the anchorage before 8:30 AM. As I motored to the quay to
complete my outward clearance a huge container ship, the REX STAR steamed around the point and
made for the same spot. I lost that battle before it started.
"As I circled uncertainly in the harbor, friends from the yacht NOOSHKA called on the VHF and
offered to take me ashore in their dinghy to attempt outward clearance without the usual mandatory
quayside boarding. Realizing it would be many hours before I could get to the quay I hastily accepted
and re-anchored near them. An hour later I had pleaded my case, gotten the clearance, mailed off some
outgoing letters, picked up a loaf of bread, and gotten under way again, this time direct to Suva on the
island of Viti Levu, Fiji. With many thanks to NOOSHKA and waves to other friends I sailed out of the
harbor on a fair easterly breeze."
*******
YOUR FRIENDSHIP AND SUPPORT continues to mean a lot. Recent contact with Emi & Bob
Werner, Polly Brentlinger, Alice Knights, Christopher Hibben, Mary and Dave Bernheisel, Rick
Rhodes, Bob Meaut, Joe Consolo, Helga and Bill Vlahov, Fritz, Hilde, Jan & Janet, help keep us going.
Until next time, take care of yourself.
Love, B and K.
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